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Policy Statement 

Summary This policy is here to safe guard and secure the use of mobile devices, which 
supports the forces obligation in meeting national police community 
requirements. 

Police data, attracts a number of threats that are defined and communicated 
through the national police chiefs council in form of national police threat 
assessments. West Yorkshire Police (WYP) employees are required to 
safeguard their handling of police data in view of these threats.  The intent 
of this policy is to set the requirements for the appropriate use of police data 
in the use of mobile devices and in the context of WYP services and systems. 
This policy also seeks to ensure users understand their responsibility for the 
appropriate use of WYP mobile devices. Understanding this will assist users 
in protecting WYPs information, infrastructure and reputation. 

This policy has been created in accordance with the guidance detailed within 
the National Police Information Risk Team (NPIRMT) Mobile Device Guidance 
v1.0. 

Scope This policy applies to all police officers and police staff who use WYP mobile 
devices.  

Principles 

General • Mobile devices includes Force issued smart phones, laptops or any mobile 
device capable of storing WYP data and connecting to a network.

• The use of removable media such as USB sticks and other electronic 
portable storage devices is addressed in the Information and Technology 
Usage policy, IT Security policy and the Architecture Standards Policy.

• When using mobile devices, special care must be taken to ensure that 
business information is not compromised. This mobile device policy takes 
into account the risks of working with mobile devices in unprotected 
environments.

• Individuals who do not comply with this policy and breach the conditions 
set within the ‘Conditions of Use’ form may be subject to disciplinary 
action, dismissal and/or criminal proceedings.

• All requests for mobile devices should be made via an IT Self Service 
request. 
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Responsibilities 

Individuals • All employees are required to read and sign the ‘Conditions of Use’ form. 
This form summarises what is expected of the individual and the use of a 
WYP mobile device.

• Once issued with a mobile device, the assigned employee is personally 
responsible for its safekeeping.

• Individuals are personally responsible for each mobile device assigned to 
them and must ensure that only the designated user, or other authorised 
WYP employees or vetted third party suppliers with a valid requirement, 
operate it.
Each designated user must not: 
 Share any associated passwords – unless required by the Digital 

Configuration Architect and Risk Manager or Digital Policing SLT in the 
event of a Cyber Security Incident; 

 Attempt to circumvent the security policies that are put in place; 
 Save important files or documents to the local device storage; 
 Modify the configuration without authorisation from the Digital Policing 

Department; 
 Attempt to root/jailbreak or install any unauthorised software/firmware 

on any mobile device; and 
 Load any illegal content or pirated software onto any mobile device. 

• Individuals must ensure that the device is labelled at all times with an
Asset Tag detailing the mobile devices unique identifier and ‘If found…’
instructions. Replacement Asset Tags can be obtained via an IT Self Service
Request.

• Individuals must ensure that laptops are regularly connected to the force
network (ideally once a month) to ensure that appropriate updates are
installed. Connectivity can be established by a physical connection within
any WYP building, via force Wi-Fi or externally via the remote working
Virtual Private Network (VPN).

Requirements for Physical Protection 

Principles • Individuals are responsible for keeping all assigned mobile devices safe and
on their possession at all times, whenever possible and practical.

• If the device is not in the assigned individual’s physical possession, it must
be switched off or access restricted by means of a screen lock.

• Under no circumstances should a West Yorkshire Police owned mobile
device be left unattended in a public place.

• It is imperative that if a device must be left unattended (i.e. in a locked car)
that it is kept out of sight as to not attract the attention of opportunistic
thieves. Where possible, devices must be physically locked away in order
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to further secure the sensitive information held on the device. 
• Devices must not be stored in vehicles overnight.
• Mobile Devices, where applicable, must only ever be recharged with

trusted power adapters and cables issued by West Yorkshire Police.
• Individuals must not physically connect their device to any non-force

computer without the approval of the Digital Policing Department.
• In order to protect the integrity of mobile devices, users must ensure that

their devices are not exposed to excessive levels of heat or liquid ingress.
• Care should be taken when using mobile devices in public places, meeting

rooms and other unprotected areas. Individuals must aware of their
surroundings and that unauthorised individuals may be ‘shoulder surfing’
i.e. looking over shoulders to obtain access to police information. Where
possible, individuals having their back to a wall would assist in preventing
shoulder surfing.

• Security risks e.g. of damage, theft or eavesdropping, may vary
considerably between locations and should be taken into account in
determining the most appropriate controls.

Lost, Stolen or Damaged 

• Any device that is lost or stolen must be reported to the:
 IT Service Desk immediately on ext. 23456 or 01274 373456 so they can



arrange for the device to be disabled or remotely erased where possible; 
and 
Information Security Officer via the Security Incident Reporting mailbox.

• Mobile Devices include within them an Incorrect Password Lockout –
Individuals should contact Information Technology Service Desk (ITSD) if
device is locked out via an IT Self Service Request.

• Damaged devices should be reported as soon as practicable to line
managers and to the IT Service Desk via an IT Self Service Request.

• It is the user’s responsibility to make arrangements with the Digital Policing
department for its safe return.

Bluetooth 

Principles • Bluetooth, a short-range wireless means of connectivity, is inherently
insecure and susceptible to denial of service attacks, message modification
and eavesdropping.

• As such the use of Bluetooth connectivity is only approved for limited use
within West Yorkshire Police. It is strongly advised that the Bluetooth
pairing process is done in a secure location e.g. on police premises, and in
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a secure manner i.e. default PINs / Passwords should not be used. 
• The following activities have been risk assessed and approved:
 Printing to force printers via Bluetooth; and
 In-car Bluetooth audio connectivity ONLY when used with force vehicles. 

Voice conversations must remain OFFICIAL, sensitive conversations must 
not take place using mobile devices. Airwave radio devices are certified 
to carry up to RESTRICTED/OFFICIAL SENSITIVE. 

• Bluetooth is NOT suitable for covert use.
• Periodic audits are performed by the force to ensure that devices are only

paired with Force issued equipment.
• It is strongly recommended that Bluetooth is not regularly used with

Protectively Marked material. Therefore it is recommended to disable
Bluetooth connectivity on any mobile device when it is not in use.

• To assist with this all WYP mobile devices are configured to operate in
“undiscoverable mode”. Under no circumstances should this operation
mode be changed. Bluetooth devices set to “discoverable” mode make the
device available for pairing to any Bluetooth devices searching the local
area.

• The pairing with random devices is not desirable for police mobile devices.

Back Ups 

Principles • Where possible documents should be stored on One Drive, rather than on
the local storage within a mobile device.

• In the event of a critical failure, loss or theft any data written to the local
storage device may be lost.

Restriction of Software Installation 

Principles • Unapproved third party applications obtained via the Internet, External
Suppliers or Application Stores pose an obvious security risk and as such
require the approval of the Digital Policing Department.

• All requests for new software must be requested via an IT Self Service
Request form.

• Devices must only acquire and install approved applications delivered by
either Applocker (for Smartphones) or Software Centre (for Laptops) if
possible.

• By utilising these approved software delivery methods West Yorkshire
Police can ensure not only safe and secure installations, but continued
maintenance in the form of controlled software patching.

• Please refer to the ‘Software Standards’ policy for further information.
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Malware Protection 

Principles • Malicious Software (Malware) is a collective term for programs and code
with malicious intent. Malware poses a significant risk to West Yorkshire
Police systems and infrastructure, malware infections may cause:
 Widespread loss of data or loss of access to data; 
 Uncontrolled exfiltration of data (logon credentials, account passwords) 

from the organisation; 
 Physical damage to the underlying IT infrastructure; 
 System errors, slow downs and crashes; 
 The loss of system or network resources; 
 Installation of malicious application; and 
 Further malware propagation to other devices and shared resources. 

• In order to reduce the risk from malicious software based attacks West
Yorkshire Police apply Enterprise grade anti-malware protection across all
end user devices.

• Users must not disable or negatively impact any anti-malware products
installed on a WYP owned and controlled device. It is strongly advised that
users regularly connect (ideally monthly) to the West Yorkshire Police
network in order to obtain the latest virus signature updates, which install
automatically. Failure to do so will place a device at greater risk of malware
infection.

• No computer should be connected to the West Yorkshire Police network
without sufficient anti-malware safeguards in place – for example an up to
date anti-virus product suite. Guest Wi-Fi is available for non-WYP devices
to connect to the internet.

• In order to assist users in protecting force assets the following advice is
provided:
 No software or executable (.exe.) files should be downloaded from the 

internet and installed on a force device without the approval of the 
Digital Policing Department via an IT Self Service Request. 

 No transferring of information via removable media (USB sticks, 
removable hard drives, personal phones), if necessary users must log a 
Self Service Request to have the removable media scanned or follow an 
existing sheep dipping process. 

 Users must never introduce removable media to a force machine which 
has not been scanned by a force approved, up to date, anti-malware 
product 

• All handheld mobile devices that access national policing networks and
systems must come under full corporate control of a force IT department.

• AirWatch is currently used by West Yorkshire Police as a Mobile Device
Management platform. This is used to remotely administer, configure and
audit mobile handheld devices.

• Individuals should report any suspicious activity, such as malware
detection or quarantine alerts to ITSD. In the event of a suspected malware
attack on a mobile device individuals should turn the device off, specifically
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by pressing and holding the power button until the device turns off, 
unplug all power cables and contact the IT Service Desk.

Personal Use of WYP Devices 

Principles • All West Yorkshire Police devices are monitored and individuals must be 
aware that they are accountable for their own actions and their use of WYP 
Mobile Devices. If necessary usage information will be passed onto PSD if 
required.

• WYP do not recommend users log into any personal accounts or share any 
personally sensitive information whilst using WYP IT devices - for example 
entering debit card numbers or accessing personal emails. WYP cannot 
guarantee the confidentiality or integrity of this type of personally 
sensitive information.

• It is accepted that on occasion personal calls may be made which relate to 
work matters – for example to partners/family/etc. about being retained 
on duty/duty changes or other such work related matters. In such cases 
these will be accepted as ‘work related’.

• Requests for additional access to web content must be made via an IT Self 
Service Request.

• Requests for web content without any clear business benefit will be 
rejected.

• Please refer to the Access and Monitoring Force Systems policy for further 
information. 

Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD) 

Principles • All police force mobile device solutions that access national policing
networks and systems must come under the full configuration control of,
and be corporately managed by, West Yorkshire Police.

• Non-corporately managed/ BYOD devices are not permitted to connect to
force networks, systems or end user devices.

• BYOD device must not be used in association with any West Yorkshire
Police business. This includes, but it not limited to; personal mobile
phones, video cameras and voice recorders. The exception for this is for
the purposes of Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA).

• Users must not charge personal mobile devices via force owned computers
and laptops.

• BYOD, in this instance, are defined as any device not owned by West
Yorkshire Police, this includes:
 A legitimate force user’s personal mobile device or home PC/laptop. (In 

certain circumstances, if such devices are fully managed by the force, or 
controlled by the force as they are booted from a memory stick that is 
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also managed by the force, they may be permissible). 
 A device owned by, or under contract to, a 3rd party supplier, e.g. a 

telecoms provider, who has a contract with a force user. 
 A device used by supplier staff. 
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Additional Information 

Compliance This policy complies with the following legislation and guidance: 
• National Police Information Risk Team (NPIRMT) Mobile Device Guidance

v1.0
• Data Protection Act 2018

Further 
Information 

Further guidance in relation to this policy can be sought from: 
• Digital Architecture Team, Digital Policing
• Digital Policing intranet page. 
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